Model t spark coil

A trembler coil , buzz coil or vibrator coil is a type of high-voltage ignition coil used in the
ignition system of early automobiles, most notably the Benz Patent-Motorwagen and the Ford
Model T. Trembler coils were first used on the Benz automobile , and were used on the Model T
until The trembler coil was a device called a Ruhmkorff or induction coil , widely used in the
19th century. The first is a transformer , used to transform low voltage electricity to a high
voltage, suitable for an engine's spark plug. Two coils of wire are wound around an iron core.
The primary winding carries the low voltage battery current, and the secondary winding
generates the high voltage for the spark plug. Attached to the end of the coil is an interrupter or
trembler , a magnetically operated switch , which repeatedly breaks the primary current to
create flux changes in the transformer needed to produce high voltage. The switch contacts are
on a springy iron arm, which holds them closed. The arm is mounted near the iron core. When
battery power is applied, the coil acts as an electromagnet ; the magnetic field from the core
pulls the springy iron arm, opening the switch contacts, interrupting the primary current. The
magnetic field of the core is switched off, allowing the arm to spring back, closing the contacts
again. Then the primary current is turned on again, and the magnetic field opens the contacts
again. This cycle repeats many times per second, while power is applied to the coil. A similar
mechanism is used in the electric bell. As the circuit opens each time, the energy stored in the
solenoid's magnetic field is released and by electromagnetic induction produces a pulse of high
voltage in the secondary coil winding. This voltage is sufficient to fire a spark plug located in
the engine's cylinder, igniting the petrol mixture. The difference between a trembler coil and a
modern ignition coil is that in a modern coil the primary current is broken only once by the
contact breaker for each cycle of the piston, creating a single spark which is precisely timed to
ignite the fuel at the correct point in the cycle. In the trembler coil, in contrast, the vibrating
interrupter contact breaks the current multiple times during each cycle, creating multiple pulses
of high voltage and multiple sparks. The trembler coil operates equally well from AC or DC
electricity. In the Model T, a battery was used for starting, but once the engine started the
supply was switched to the engine's own generator. In these early days, this was not rectified
and so the alternator's output remained as AC. The trembler coil was an induction coil ,
developed during the s from a device invented by Charles Grafton Page and independently by
Nicholas Callan in It was widely used around the turn of the century to produce high voltage for
spark-gap radio transmitters , x-ray machines , arc lights , and medical electrotherapy devices.
It was simply adopted for use in automobiles. A simpler device, the low tension coil , was
already in use for stationary engines and spark-ignition gas engines. This was a simple
iron-core inductor , used with a battery and a switch called a contact breaker. It had a single
winding and so was not a transformer like the trembler coil. When the piston was at the right
point, the contact breaker opened, breaking the battery current. Self-induction due to the
collapsing magnetic field generated a high voltage pulse in the coil, which was applied to the
spark plug. The drawback of the low tension coil was that the high ignition voltage was
generated in the same circuit that the low voltage battery current flowed in. In the Ford Model T,
four trembler coils were used, one for each cylinder. This was a precursor of the modern use of
individual plug-top coils, where each cylinder has its own coil, thus avoiding the need for a HT
distributor. For correct operation, each cylinder must be fired in turn, and at the right time. Both
of these tasks were conducted by the 'timer' or low-voltage distributor, a rotary switch. The
Timer switched the primary current to each coil in turn and also started the coils at an
appropriate time in the cylinder's cycle. As was common for engines of this period, the ignition
timing was also controlled by a manual advance and retard control. Starting a cold engine could
require dexterous manipulation of the control to get the engine to start. Modern engines control
such timing even more carefully; this is now automatic and not obvious to the driver. A
significant difference from modern ignitions is in the strength and number of sparks produced.
A modern system produces one, large, spark at exactly the time commanded. The trembler coil
systems cannot produce such a high energy spark, but it does produce a continuous stream of
sparks for as long as the timer circuit is closed. Early engines, like the Model T, ran at slow
speeds with large cylinders filled with weakly burning mixtures of low octane ratings. These
were both less sensitive to the accuracy of ignition timing and their mixtures also benefited
from having a sustained ignition source. The Model T was also available in versions tuned for
kerosene or ethanol fuels. Trembler ignitions were particularly suitable for igniting these
mixtures. Tremblers remained popular for kerosene and TVO tractor engines long after they
were obsolete for petrol. In time, the trembler coil system was seen as obsolete and was
replaced, first by the ignition magneto and later by Kettering's battery ignition system , using
battery, coil and contact breaker. These systems used a single ignition coil for the engine,
supplying the spark to each cylinder in turn. A device called the distributor previously used with
magnetos was used to switch the high-voltage current to each plug in turn. The high voltage

distributor evolved from the timer and it too was a rotary switch driven at camshaft speed. The
first high voltage distributors likewise used a wiping-contact , but as the current was at such a
high voltage, these gave trouble with arcing and erosion of the contacts leading to a poor
connection. It was realised that a jump-spark distributor would work equally well at high
voltages and would be less susceptible to problems from erosion. The wide availability of the
Model T made their component parts equally widespread. Their trembler coil in particular
became a popular component for electrical hobbyists and backyard tinkerers, and was one of
the first factory-made electrical components to be available in such numbers. They were used
as shocking coils, in either the pseudo-medical or the prank sense, [10] Model T coils were also
used for some of the earliest home-made electric fences for livestock control. They were also
popular with early amateur radio operators for building simple spark-gap transmitters for Morse
code transmission, until the introduction of continuous-wave transmitters rendered them
obsolete and eventually banned by government agencies due to their broad-band
transmissions. The Model T coils remained so popular for non-car use that they remained in
production for some years after the car itself. A similar device is the vibrator power supply ,
used to power electronic valve radios from low-voltage batteries. Low voltage DC from the
battery is chopped by a trembler circuit and this pulsed square wave used to drive a
transformer, providing the 90V or so required by valves. As this application is more frequency
sensitive, the vibrators were generally a separate unit, with a more stable frequency tuned reed,
apart from the transformer. This transformer had output tappings for the 90V HT and also the
22V grid and 6V heater circuits required by valves. In many cases, the transformer was the same
unit used for powering the radio set from domestic mains , using the same secondaries but with
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Congratulations Mike. You will get one set of coils rebuilt, tuned, and mailed back to you for
FREE. Thanks to all who entered. Don't underestimate the benefits of healthy, well-adjusted
coils! Each coil will be evaluated and diagnosed before I begin any work. Complete rebuilds,
simple adjustments, and everything in between. This is where I start. I understand people have
different applications - from show cars to speedsters to drivers. I will tell you what services your
coils need to function their best, then you tell me how you would like to proceed. Leave your
wood unfinished and dirty? You got it. Install new points only? Try to save your old points? No
guarantees, but I'll try. I will contact you with any unexpected issues, and be honest with you
from start to finish. My work is guaranteed for one year. Also, repeat customers 2 or more set
rebuilds may send their coils back periodically for a free check-up. Just pay for shipping!
Contact me for a service estimate. I usually have complete sets for sale as well. When we
encounter a dead coil with bad secondary windings we usually just set it aside and choose a
different one to rebuild. There are still plenty of good cores available. However, we sometimes
have dead coils that are special in some way. Maybe they came with the car. Maybe they have
sentimental value. Maybe they are later coils that were custom made to fit your early coil box.
Maybe they're just a nice set of metal tops that you don't want to break up. Replacing windings
can be tricky business, but I will do so upon special request. I will not work on the early boxes.
You must provide good donor coils AND the boxes you want saved must be in good condition.
Each transplant will be evaluated individually so we can come up with a fair price we both agree
on. Contact me to discuss. Check your shelves! I will consider buying them from you,

depending on their condition. Customers sometimes do this to offset the costs of rebuilding
their good sets. Here's a general idea of what I will pay for old coils and a brief coil history
lesson. Overall condition is also a determining factor. I use new KW points. The upper cushion
spring will be set to a standard gap, and the contacts will be set flush. If you'd like to save
money and use your old points, I'm happy to inspect them and let you know if it will be possible.
However, sometimes old points cannot be salvaged. And, I can't offer a warranty with used
points. With full rebuilds, it doesn't make much sense to use old points in poor condition. They
would be a weak link in the chain. Point gaps are set at. However, this is not a critical
measurement and can change slightly during the tuning process. Using the correct capacitor is
crucial in rebuilding the Model T ignition coil. When installing new capacitors I always make
good, solid mechanical wire connections prior to soldering. This, combined with fresh tar, will
help keep the internal wire connections tight and operational for years to come. Most of the
time, the existing hardware is perfectly fine to reuse. I will remove any corrosion, lightly clean
them, and always clean the top posts for good conductivity and appearance. I also install new
fiber washers below the upper point bridge. Because the modern capacitors are thin enough to
fit between the original glass insulator and the side wall of the coil box, I leave the glass
insulators in place whenever possible. Oftentimes the wood panels near the capacitors have
become loose over time. If this is the case I will re-glue the joints and press fit them for a secure
bond. I have two options here;. Leave your coils pretty much as-is, no conditioning or finishing
whatsoever. Au Naturel! Clean the wood and treat with boiled linseed oil. This rehydrates the
wood, brings out the color of the wood, and leaves a nice, flat appearance. The tar inside a
Model T ignition coil serves more than one purpose. It keeps things in place and lessens the
effect of vibration. It also protects the internals from moisture and corrosion. Therefore, I re-pot
all of my coils with tar - just like Henry did. It is a bit time consuming and sometimes messy but
I believe it is a critical step in coil rebuilding. There were many different brands and
configurations, but they were all similar in operation. Click here for pics and info on the
restoration. It uses an actual Ford Model T flywheel and magneto ring. But, instead of an engine
spinning it around, you grab the handle and turn it by hand. It was much more precise than the
"buzz boxes" of the day, and is in fact still used successfully today. The downside? They are
heavy, non-portable, hard to find, and kind of expensive. Devices like the one above were a
definite step up from the simple buzz box, and can be quite fun to play with! This Servwell is
another one of my personal treasures. It tests coil current amperage, spark plug function,
demonstrates the actual electric current as it arcs between two prongs don't touch! Is it cool? Is
it a good way to tune coils? Not really. It's just not very accurate. But, I admit you could
certainly get your coils in the proper current range with it. And, that's exactly what they did.
Good enough was good enough. Technology was still in its infancy Fast forward about years
and we have the Strobo-Spark! This 21st century creation is a fantastic machine and brings
more precision to setting the current draw of the Model T coil. It essentially functions like a
HCCT but has the advantage of being portable. It tests for capacitor health and function,
displays actual sparks in the window single, double, triple , and measures current draw
amperage. It also operates at a simulated RPM of about to better emulate real driving
conditions. Folks have been successfully using these machines for years now. Visit Fun
Projects. This, rather than current draw , is how the ECCT tunes coils. It is a fundamental
change from all previous coil testing devices, and is the brilliant creation of Mr. Mike Kossor.
Each coil can be precisely adjusted to fire a single hot spark with equal dwell time to fire. This
guarantees no double sparking and minimizes coil to coil cylinder to cylinder timing variation to
achieve optimal engine performance. However, my default device is the ECCT. This decision
was based strictly on first-hand-witness-coils-in-the-car-engine-performance. My set of
Strobo-Spark-tuned coils made my T run well. No question. It's as simple as that. I experienced
more power and better acceleration in both low and high gear. The engine ran smoother and
yielded a higher top speed. Friends and customers have reported similar experiences. Because
the methodology is different, traditionally current-tuned coils might not "look" good when
diagnosed in the ECCT It's like comparing apples to watermelons. Don't bother with this. The
only real test is to try them in your car. If you are unhappy with their performance, I will re-tune
them on the other device at my cost. I will diagnose your coils, clean the wood, oil the wood,
repair the boxes to the extent possible, paint the tops black with non-conductive paint, clean the
contacts, clean the posts, dig out the old capacitors, solder in new capacitors, repot the boxes
with hot tar, install new brads in the doors, install new KW points, tune the coils, and test them
thoroughly on the bench before mailing. I will work with you depending on what you need, and
we'll come up with a price that we both agree on. And, when your finished coils arrive in the
mail, take them straight from the box, put them in your car, and enjoy! Some hit and miss
engines run on Model T Ford ignition coils. I am now offering coils for sale individually to the hit

and miss community. If you need posts or clips soldered onto the contacts, that will be up to
you. These will be completely rebuilt, adjusted, tuned, functional, and ready to run. Like my
other coils, I guarantee my work for one year. You can order a custom-made complete set at any
time and I will build them just for you. Of course this depends on my inventory at the time. I am
a retired federal Air Traffic Controller, born in Michigan. I worked for almost 29 years at a major
facility in Southern California. It was a great job, but its pervasive stress tends to take a toll on
the body and mind. I didn't think so when I was younger. Now more than ever I am realizing that
life is short, and I intend to make the most of it So, I will be devoting even more time to
rebuilding coils while continuing to enjoy the Model T hobby. He started around at Ford Farms,
then quickly transitioned to the Ford Motor Company and found his home. He became a
foreman not sure what department , and ended up spending his entire career at the FMC. The
rest of his life he refused to buy any automobile or tractor that was NOT a Ford. He was a cool
guy with lots of back-porch-embellished, Ford-related stories. If only I could go back in time and
visit with him again For those of you who have never attempted to rebuild a Model T ignition
coil, let me tell you The going rates for coil services these days seem pretty darned reasonable
to me, given the amount of labor required. My advice is this; if you find somebody who knows
what they are doing and is willing to rebuild your coils at a reasonable price, jump on it. Even if
it's not me. They've got the equipment and the experience. Pay them. It is well worth it. Invest in
them. They are a necessary piece to the puzzle. Enjoy those Ts,. Erik Larson. If I had to pick my
favorite T She's such a good runner and has a wonderfully aged look and feel. This was my first
T, and my "learning" car. Unfortunately, the motor failed shortly after I bought it. Since then, the
motor and trans have been completely rebuilt I installed a Scat counterweighted crank, along
with other internal goodies. I've also had to repair just about every other part of this car. As a
result, I owe much of my T knowledge to this car. This is a recent purchase. It found it locally
and just couldn't pass it up. When I bought it the engine was stuck and nothing worked. But,
with some hard work, I was able to get it back to driving condition. If you've never seen these
old Fordsons, do yourself a favor and check them out. In my opinion, they are sort of the
missing link between the Model T and the later Ford tractors. Pretty cool machines! This is a
no-frills TT. She runs and drives like my other cars It has taller gears installed for driving and
has a TT Ruckstell axle for low-gear use. I use this truck for actual work whenever I can. After
all, that's what it was meant to do! This is a great old tractor. She runs very well. I actually use it
on my property to brush hog, scrape, pull, etc. I also found this one locally. I especially like it
because it has never been modified. It still wears its natural grey and is still 6 volt. If you need to
do any serious work with them, they lack a little in horsepower. However, she works very well
for "normal" use. It starts up every time and is a pleasure to drive! Its name is "Lulabelle 2" in
memory of my Grandfather. If you're an owner or enthusiast you need to frequent this site. You
will be happy you chose Katzorke! Quality parts, fast shipping, and knowledgable customer
service. Quality parts, fast shipping, an easy-to-navigate online shopping experience, and
knowledgable customer service. Model A Ford parts and Model T parts. Welcome Antique
Automobile Enthusiasts! I-Timer - The ideal timer for the Model T. Don't be turned off by new
technology. Mike takes coil tuning to the next level. Mitch continues to contribute to the hobby,
and his web site is full of good information. Thanks Mitch! Quality parts, some of which you
can't get anywhere else. Founded in December , Incorporated in California on April 29, The Club
is dedicated to the restoration and preservation of the Model T Ford. The Club also serves as an
accurate and technical source of information concerning such vehicles for the benefit of its
members and the general public. Western Idaho Model T Club - "Our mission is to preserve and
maintain the Model T Ford of ancient age and historical value for current and future generations
to enjoy. I will return your call. Texts OK. Powered by GoDaddy. Home How to check your coils
Photo Gallery. Model T Coils. Winding Replacement When we encounter a dead coil with bad
secondary windings we usually just set it aside and choose a different one to rebuild.
Approximate dates of manufacture Some Details Points Capacitors Capacitors. Capacitors
Capacitors Capacitors. Hardware Capacitors Internals. I have two options here; Leave your coils
pretty much as-is, no conditioning or finishing whatsoever. General Pricing. Other High Voltage
Applications For Sale. Orders You can order a custom-made complete set at any time and I will
build them just for you. Enjoy those Ts, Erik Larson. Contact Me. Sold as Untested. Missing one
nut. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because there was an error in the
listing. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new

window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists.
Read more. Feb 21, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. S
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ee details. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Electronic contactless system of ignition 12V Similar sponsored items. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An item that has been used
previously. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab. This is a private listing
and your identity will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to
top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Ended: Feb 21, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine
- Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: bayareaexport Seller's
other items. Used : An item that has been used previously. Some wear on the wood case, see
pics. Some tarnish and wear on the metal parts. Ford Model T.

